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maverick support (mac os x 10.9)all avid plugin installers need to be version
10.2.1 (or higher) for full mountain lion support. updated plugin installers can be
downloaded from the respective plugin product pages on avid.com. alternatively,

the pro toolsinstaller automatically updates all installed plugins and can be
downloaded here.note: while plugin installers have been revised, some installers
may still install an older plugin version (e.g. v8.0). these older versions are fully
qualified and operational in tandem with the mountain lion os. my next selection
is a unique product which sits in an odd position. its not really a library, rather a

program which lets you playback the notes of a musical score using a synthesizer.
its actually part of a small range of quality sequencer/score products aimed at

music creation, which integrate all the niceties that comes with a standard daw,
including automation, midi, multis and more. the main feature is that it supports a
range of different instruments which can be mapped to each key of a keyboard or
triggered by automation using midi controllers. the program plays the notes from
all the instruments within a score on an individual track, taking care of things like
note-in time so you dont have to, and you can automate playing parts as you go

along, leaving you to compose the perfect score in real time. hi tj, thanks for your
recommendation. i just noticed the instruction you posted says to update kontakt
first. so the patch will not download until you do, but if its the same patch as in

the update then it wont save. its better to download one and remove it.
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